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ABSTRACT: Through data mining system can extract knowledge from large amount of data in many large companies and 

organizations. So from such a large collection of data there generates some problem with related to the privacy. The privacy 

is main factor used in many large organizations like medical database, business interests and personal interests. The 

collected data may contain private and sensitive data which should be protected from world .The privacy protection is an 

important issue of any organization. If any organization release data of outside world for sharing purpose. Privacy 

preserving data mining approaches allow publishing data for the mining purpose while at that time preserve the private data 

of the personalize. The proposed system is a very simple and efficient approach for Privacy preserving data mining. 

Cryptographic techniques protect sensitive data with less information loss. Not only the data usability but also complexity 

increase and also protect the sensitive data for various types of unauthorized user. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

There are several large organizations like credit card companies, real estate companies, search engines, hospitals collects, 

Institutes and hold large amount of information. The data are further used by the data mining for the analysis purpose which 

helps the organizations for gaining useful knowledge. These data may include sensitive or valuable information of any 

individuals, For example, organizations such as hospitals contain medical records of the patients, and they provide these 

dataset or information to the researchers or data miner for the purpose of research. Data analyzer analyzes the various 

medical records to gain useful global health statistics. However, in this process the data miner may able to obtain sensitive 

information and in combination with an external dataset may try to obtain personal attribute of an individual‟s privacy is 

become an important issue when data that includes sensitive information. To solve this, an interesting new topic in the field 

of data mining has been known as privacy preserving data mining (PPDM). The goal of this technique is extraction of 

useful knowledge from very large of data, while protecting the sensitive information simultaneously. Privacy preserving 

data mining techniques are separated into two parts: 

 

1) Data hiding technique and  

2) Knowledge hiding technique 

 

 Data hiding is changes or edit of confidential information from the data before disclosing to others. Knowledge hiding is 

based on hiding the sensitive knowledge which can be retrieving from the database using any data mining algorithm. In this 

Proposed System mainly focus on non-cryptographic techniques. In proposed method, first apply randomization on original 

data and then after randomization categorize the sensitive attribute values into high sensitive and low sensitive class. 

Secondly apply k-anonymization on those tuples who belongs to high sensitive class and those tuples who belongs to low 

sensitive remain as it is. So it reduces the information loss and improves the data usability. The combination of 

anonymization technique and randomization technique is made not easy for the attacker to attack on database.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

There are various methods for privacy preserving data mining:  
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1) First Randomization Method: The randomize method is very simple & effective in privacy preserving data mining. 

Randomize method is easy and very popular method in current data mining process. It„s data mining process the noise data 

is include in original dataset to mask the attribute value of datasets. The actual data cannot be recovered at very short time 

interval because the very large amount of unwanted data including in original dataset [8]. To collecting a data in a 

randomize method in a two steps: 

a) Step first: Original Dataset provides randomize their data and transmit randomized data to data receiver.  

b) Step Second: Data receiver estimates original distribution reconstruction algorithm. Suppose there is central servers 

perform the role of data collector for example, of a college, and many students, each having its own of information. So 

server collects the information from the student & performs data mining process to create an aggregate data model [9]. 

 

 

Fig: Randomization Method 

 

Now to protect the student‟s data by selecting they randomly reorder their records before sending them to the server, taking 

some true information and introducing some noise or unwanted data. At the server„s side, statistical estimation over noisy 

data is students to recover the aggregates needed for data mining. Noise can be introduced, for example, by adding some 

data or multiplying random values to numerical attributes or by deleting some real items and adding wrong information to 

set-valued records[2][4]. 

 

Advantages: 

i. The randomization method is very simple method and easily applied when collect the data. 

ii. It is protecting individual‟s privacy. 

iii. It is more efficient and very simple working anyone can use. 

Disadvantages: 

i. Multiple attribute databases are used but they are not suitable. 

ii. When data collector collect the data from data provider the data provider adds some noise in data and to reorder that data 

it takes more time that why it is very slow technique. 

 

I. Methods of Anonymization 

Selecting information is removed from the original dataset to protect personal or private information is also called as 

Anonymization. There are many ways to perform data anonymization basically this method uses k-anonymization 

approach. If each row in the table cannot be different from at least other k-1 rows by only showing a set of attributes, then 

this table is K-anonymized on these attributes [7]. 

The simple example of data anonymization is college student. In the students record information of a single patient is stored 

in a single line is also called as tuple. i.e. tuple, and database is store confidentially at the server side. The users may be a 

medical researchers they have the access to Database. Since Database is anonymous because the one important part is to 

protect the privacy of students. Such this part is guaranteed through the use of anonymization. If the database is 

anonymous, it is not possible to identify the student‟s record. 

 

There are two anonymization methods: 

A.First Suppression-based k-anonymization: 

Assume that the content in table T={t1,…..,tn} all over the attribute set A. The idea is to form subsets of same tuples by 

masking the values of some well-chosen attributes. In special, when using a suppression-based anonymization method and 
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mask with the special value„*‟. In this method uses following notations: Quasi-Identifier (QI): using external information to 

identify a specific individual and it contain a set of attributes. T [QI]: T [QI] is the projection of T to the set of attributes 

including in QI [9]. 

 

B.Second Generalization-based k-anonymization: 

In generalization-based anonymization method, original values are change by more general ones in the database, according 

to a priori established value generalization hierarchies (VGHs)[1][6]. 

 

 
Table 1: Original dataset 

 
Table 2: Suppressed Data with k=2 

 
Table 3: Generalized Data with k=2 

 
Table 4: The Witness Set 

 

Table 1 contains the original dataset that include all the actual information in the form of tuple. Then after applying 

suppression based technique on original dataset the original dataset is anonymized and display the anonymized records it 

make a changes in two QI and the value of k=2 in table 2 .Now in table 3 shows the generalized method result with 

replacing the value after the data mining process is applied. The Data Mining is important important because the 

generalized to more specific value with Database Systems. So like this the remaining values is replacing in table and more 

general value the original dataset is anonymized by applying generalized method. Finally When T is k-anonymous, and 

then replacing duplicate tuples, and call the resulting set the witness set of T. Table 4 presents a witness set of Table 3[9]. 
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Advantages: 

i. More general value is place in actual value and it becomes very difficult to find out or guess actual data. 

ii. K-anonymous techniques is very fact and efficient as compared to previous techniques. 

iii. By replacing actual value with * symbol. Because unauthorized user get confused and it creates many possible 

combination related to original dataset. 

Disadvantage: 

i. generalization main problems are it fails on high-dimensional data due to the curse of dimensionality it causes too much 

information loss due to the uniform distribution consideration. 

ii. The database with the tuple data is very difficult and does not be maintained confidentially [2]. 

 

When small amount of data is released for the research purpose, one needs to limit disclosure risk while large amount the 

utility of data. Sweeny introduced the k-anonymity technique to some limitations the disclosure risk [4]. K - anonymity 

requirements that a data set is k anonymous (k 2: I) if each record in the data set is in different from at least (k-l) other 

records within the same data set. This k-anonymity requirement is generally achieve by using generalization technique and 

suppression technique [5]. In generalization the attribute values are generalized in a particular two values interval [6][7]. In 

suppression the attribute values are changes or edit with some other values. Suppression includes minimum loss of 

information so it is generally avoided. K-anonymous table include three types of attributes. First one is key attributes like 

name, SSN No, ID etc. which can be used to the individuals uniquely identification . Second attribute is quasi identifier 

(QI) attribute which are generally access with publically available database to re-identify the individuals. This is called 

linking attack [8]. Third attributes are sensitive attribute which needs to be protected. In table 5 see the diagnosis data set. 

Table 6 shows the 2-anonymous view of table 5. 

 

 
Table 5: DIAGNOSIS DATA SET 

 
Table 6: ANONYMOUS VIEW-2 OF TABLE 5 

 

In table 6 sex, age and zip code is considering that as a quasi-identifier attributes group. Age is applied generalized in 

particular intervals and zip code is apply suppressed. While k-anonymity protects identity disclosure but it suffers from 

attack which leads to attribute disclosure. Several techniques are representing for privacy preserving in data mining process 

but they have some shortcomings like information loss and data utility. This research work is mainly focus on combined 

randomization technique and k-anonymity technique to preserve the privacy and increase utility of data and minimum loss 

of information.  

 

III. PROPOSE ALGORITHM 

In this Proposed System mainly focus on non-cryptographic techniques. The proposed approach uses the combined 

techniques of randomization and k-anonymization. It contains three main advantages: 
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1. It protects private data with minimum loss of information. 

2. Increased the data utility. 

3. Data can also be reconstructed using those techniques. 

In proposed system is dived into two algorithms. 

I. Randomization Algorithm 

II. k-anonymity algorithm 

In randomization algorithm is performed on dataset using attribute transitional probability matrix and in k-anonymity 

algorithms performed on result of randomized algorithm. In proposed method, first apply randomization on original data 

and then after randomization classified the sensitive attribute values into high sensitive and low sensitive class. Secondly 

apply k-anonymization on those tuples who belongs to high sensitive class and those tuples who belongs to low sensitive 

remain as it is. So it reduces the minimum information loss and improves the data usability. The combination of 

randomization technique and k- anonymization is made difficult for the attacker to attack on database. 

 

ALGORITHM I 

Input Method: Original dataset T, Transitional probability matrix P, I * j size mapping matrix M this is between T  

 & P. 

Output Method: Convert table C. 

 Method:  

a) The select quasi identifier (QI) and key attributes and sensitive attribute from table T. 

b)  Remove/Suppress the key attributes.  

c)  Generate transitional probability matrix P with size j*j randomly. 

d)  Generate mapping matrix M randomly. 

e) According to mapping matrix M assign each P (Pl, P2,.....P j) to T (T1, T2, .....T j). 

f) With respect to highest location of P value, rearrange the element of T. If highest location is used already then go 

to the next higher location of P. If value of P of two or more location is same than it will choose the left hand side 

value only.  

g)  Re-combine T matrix. 

h)  Re-substitute in table. 

i)  Stop. 

ALGORITHM II 

 • Input Method: Converted table C (Result of algorithm I), Anonymized parameter k. 

 • Output Method: Finally derive table D. 

 • Method:  

a) Select the table C.  

b) Categorize the sensitive attribute values into two classes: high (H) class and low (L) class.  

c) For each tuple whose sensitive values belong to class H - Move those tuples into table D1 and applying 

generalization on quasi attributes (QI) to anonymize it.  

d) For each tuple whose sensitive values belong to class L - Move these tuples into table D2 and do not 

Sanonymized it.  

e)  Append rows of table DI and table D2 and get final derived table D. D = D1, D2. 

f)  Stop. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

There are several privacy preserving techniques available but still they have some advantages and disadvantages. 

Anonymity technique gives privacy protection and data usability but it suffers from attack. Cryptography technique gives 

privacy protection but does not provide data usability and it requires more computational overhead. Randomized response 
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technique preserve privacy but they are information loss. In the proposed method combined K-anonymity with 

randomization. It makes difficult for the attacker to identify background and homogeneity attack. In combination of two 

different techniques using that it protects private data with better accuracy and gives less loss of information which 

increases data utility. Data can also be reconstructed by using proposed approach but minimum loss of information. 
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